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Team replaces crane avoiding test delays
By David Wilhite
AEDC Test Support
Division

In a unified effort,
AEDC Propulsion Wind
Tunnel
management,
AEDC Test Operations
and Sustainment contractor National Aerospace
Solutions, the Arnold
Air Force Base Contracting Office and the
Arnold Civil Engineering Branch’s Simplified
Acquisition Base Engineering
Requirements
(SABER)
contractor,
SDVE, LLC, executed a
very timely replacement
of a 20-ton 20-202 bridge
crane at the Propulsion
Wind Tunnel Facility.
“Although this was
a very tight installation
window, SDVE and their
subcontractor, Deshazo
Crane Company, LLC,
expeditiously executed
this project from Feb.
19 to March 1, completing the lead and asbestos abatement, electrical
upgrades, new walkway
grating, crane and control
installation, and load testing and training,” said Ed
Mickle, Flight Systems
CTF schedule integrator.
The original Sherpard-Niles bridge crane
was assembled and installed in the 1951 to
1953 timeframe and had
greatly exceeded its life
expectancy. The control
systems for the original
crane were antiquated
and part availability was
becoming
increasingly
more difficult as the years
passed.
To avoid long downtime periods and impacts
to PWT operations antic-

This new 20-ton 20-202 bridge crane was installed at the Propulsion Wind Tunnel Facility to replace the original bridge crane,
which was installed in the early 1950s. The AEDC Propulsion Wind Tunnel management, AEDC Test Operations and Sustainment contractor National Aerospace Solutions, the Arnold Air Force Base Contracting Office and the Arnold Civil Engineering
Branch’s SABER Contractor, SDVE, LLC, headed the acquirement of the new crane in an effort to avoid long downtime periods
and impacts to PWT operations. (AEDC photo)

ipated in the near future,
this project was a PWT
and AEDC top-priority.
The load test, conducted
on Feb. 23, comprised of
loading the 20-ton main
hook to 125 percent of
the crane and hook’s
listed capacity. With the
weight on the hook, the
test crew lifted the load
off the ground a specified
distance and held it there
for five minutes to verify
the crane components
would hold the load without any slippage.
The load was then
trolleyed north and south
to verify the crane could

A representative with the
crane company leads operation and maintenance training Feb. 26 at the Propulsion
Wind Tunnel Facility, which
allowed AEDC crane operators and maintenance personnel to get familiar with the new
crane. In a unified effort the
AEDC Propulsion Wind Tunnel management, AEDC Test
Operation and Sustainment
contractor National Aerospace Solutions, the Arnold
Air Force Base Contracting
Office and the Arnold Civil
Engineering Branch’s SABER
Contractor, SDVE, LLC, executed a replacement of the
20-ton 20-202 bridge crane at
the Propulsion Wind Tunnel
Facility. (U.S. Air Force photo/
Rick Goodfriend)

See CRANE, page 2

Michael Glennon first from AEDC chosen
for RAND Research Fellowship
By Deidre Ortiz
AEDC Public Affairs

Michael Glennon, AEDC deputy technical director,
has been selected to participate in a Senior Development Education Program for the Research and Development (RAND) Research Fellowship.
Glennon will be on temporary duty to Santa Monica,
California, for 12 months, and while there he will be
working with other RAND Research Fellows employing advanced research techniques and working on Air
Force-sponsored research. The RAND Fellowship also
serves as a leadership training program for senior-level
managers and executives.
“From what I’ve been told, no other AEDC civilian
employee has been chosen for the RAND Research Fellowship before so it’s really an honor to have been selected,” Glennon said.
During his Fellowship, Glennon will complete an independent research paper as well as make special trips
to Washington, D.C., to visit with Air Force senior leaders.
Glennon also mentioned Air Force Project RAND
has an interesting tie to AEDC in that its namesake,
Gen. Henry H. “Hap” Arnold, led the movement to es-

tablish such a program.
After World War II, Gen. Arnold, who was Commanding General of the Army Air Force at the time,
wrote a report to the Secretary of War, stating, “During
this war, the Army, Army Air Forces and the Navy have
made unprecedented use of scientific and industrial resources. The conclusion is inescapable that we have not
yet established the balance necessary to insure the continuance of teamwork among the military, other government agencies, industry and the universities. Scientific
planning must be years in advance of the actual research
and development work.”
With the help of Major General Curtis LeMay, head
of U.S. Air Forces in Europe; General Lauris Norstad,
Assistant Chief of Air Staff, Plans; Edward Bowles of
the Massachusetts Institute of Technology, consultant to
the Secretary of War; Donald Douglas, president of the
Douglas Aircraft Company; Arthur Raymond, chief engineer at Douglas; and Franklin Collbohm, Raymond’s
assistant; this effort culminated in the new, private organization, later known as Project RAND.
Glennon mentioned he did not consider the Project
RAND assignment until he was with the Arnold Junior
Force Council touring Oak Ridge National Laboratories,
which partners with industry for advanced research.

“There was a couple of
officers and civilians there
working on interesting experimental projects and I
thought to myself, “how
can I be part of something
like that?’”
So, he applied to the
RAND Program in April
2017 and learned early this
year he had been one of
two civilians selected out
of 142 who applied.
Michael Glennon
“I am excited for the
AEDC Deputy
opportunity to be part
Technical Director
of the Air Force Project
RAND research team that Gen. Arnold established in
1946,” he said.
Glennon will have the opportunity to work with
3,000-plus RAND research and Air Force senior leaders
as part of his one-year assignment. He will be departing
this summer to complete his fellowship and will return
to Arnold in June 2019.
For more information about RAND, visit https://
www.rand.org/.
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The value of my Club membership
By Col. Raymond Briggs
AEDC Test Systems Sustainment Division

It is good to periodically spend a little time
taking stake in what is the true value of being
an Air Force Club member.
Talk to any Services employee, and they
will be quick to explain the value of being a
club member. They eagerly describe the 10
percent discount you get on purchases, weekly
drawings, free member events, and so on.
Often, membership will be turned down
with the excuse that “I don’t use the Club
enough to justify the monthly dues.” This
makes membership strictly an economic value
proposition of discounts and freebies equal or
greater than the monthly cost. That approach
misses the point. As much as I enjoy our Air
Force Clubs, none of that has anything to do
with why I’m a member.
To me, Club membership is about being
committed to the Air Force, and the Air Force
lifestyle. Ask yourself, how many promotions, retirements, commander’s calls, training
events, off-sites and working group meetings
have you done at the Club? Over the course of
a year, you might be surprised that these types
of events can get you to the club about once or

By Leslie McGowan
Arnold AFB Legal Office

The Arnold Air Force
Base Legal Office is offering free Volunteer Income
Tax Assistance (VITA) for
eligible personnel through
April 17.
All service members
on active duty, retirees
and their dependents are
eligible to receive these
free services. This year the
legal office will be able
to provide tax services to
other categories of filers
including DOD civilians
whose total income is less
than $54,000.
Trained IRS volunteers assist tax-filers in
preparing, reviewing and
electronically filing their
income tax returns. Most

customers receive their
refund within two weeks.
Please note, by law, the
IRS must hold refunds
claiming the Earned Income Tax Credit and/or
the Additional Child Tax
Credit until Feb. 15.
Tax assistance appointments are available and
continue until the yearly
tax filing deadline of
April 17. Eligible personnel may call the Arnold
AFB Legal Office at (931)
454-4657 to schedule an
appointment.
VITA volunteers can
provide tax preparation up
to Advanced and Military
certification levels, which
include rental properties
and Schedule A itemizations. However, taxpayers filing taxes that are

Use High Mach to market
your products and services. Contact Renee at 931455-4545 or tnadvmgr@
lcs.net.

beyond the VITA scope of
training and certification,
with complicated returns
such as non-deductible
IRAs, businesses involving employees and inventory, and complicated capital gains and losses, will
need assistance from a
paid professional preparer
for tax assistance.
Military
members
should access and print
their W2s from the MyPay
website at https://mypay.
dfas.mil/mypay.aspx before arriving for their appointment.
If you prefer “do-ityourself” tax returns,
Military One Source has
a free federal and up to
three state tax forms tax
preparation and an efiling program available
to military members and
their dependents through
their website at www.militaryonesource.com. The

website allows tax filers
to utilize a free online version of H&R Block. The
software is a simple question and answer program
that is a quick and easy
way to complete and e-file
your federal tax returns.
The program also allows
military members the option to e-file their state returns for a small fee. You
can also receive military
specific advice regarding
tax questions at no cost
by speaking to a trained
Military OneSource tax
consultant at 1-800-2429647.
If you prefer to file
your federal and state taxes using the paper forms,
these forms are now available on-line for download
and printing at www.irs.
gov or through the individual state tax websites.
The IRS also offers a free
tax program, Free File, at

www.irs.gov where individuals who makes less
than $64,000 can also efile for free. For more information, call the legal
office at (931) 454-4657.
Those not eligible for
the military tax assistance
program may locate their
nearest VITA site by calling the IRS Information
VITA line at 1-800-8291040. At this time, it is not
certain if the program will
be offered at the Coffee
County Lannom Memorial Library in Tullahoma;
however, Murfreesboro,
Sewanee and Fayetteville
have confirmed their sites
will be operational and
providing VITA tax preparation services again this
tax year.
If you are interested in
assisting taxpayers with
tax preparation at the Arnold AFB Legal Office,
call (931) 454-4657.

CRANE from page 1
operate under the required test load.
The load test was subsequently repeated for the 5-ton auxiliary hook.
On Feb. 26, a representative with
Deshazo led the crane operation and
maintenance training, which allowed
time for operators and maintenance
personnel to get familiar with the new
crane and ask questions to ease any
concerns. Approximately 30 personnel,
comprised of operating engineers, engineering technicians and maintenance
technicians were trained and certified
on the operation and the maintenance
of the crane.
This safer, more efficient crane will
be utilized for maintenance of the large
equipment within PWT Motor Drive.
“The project’s completion is a great
example of how AEDC professionals
execute work on this base day-in and

Core Values
• Integrity first
• Service before self
• Excellence in all
we do

Vision
“NAS will be integral to the
success of AEDC, the U. S. Air
Force’s premier aerospace testing
facilities, while applying the highest
standards of ethics, innovation,
safety, security, and quality to daily
operations.”

Values

As I get ready
to wrap up over
32 years of wearing the uniform,
to me it is more
evident
than
ever on what the
Clubs really do
for our culture,
productivity and
e ff e c t i v e n e s s .
I would hate to
see a future genCol. Raymond Briggs
eration of Air
Force Airmen without Air Force Clubs.
So, if you value the types of spaces that let
us have promotions, retirements, commander’s calls and more in our own Air Force way,
please consider doing your part. Being a Club
member is about being all-in for the Air Force.
So the next time a Services member asks if
you want to be a Club member, consider the
whole value of the membership and not just
the 10 percent discount.
When you are done with that, be sure to
thank the Services team for everything they do
in keeping Air Force culture alive.
So, are you a member?

Base Legal Office continues tax filing assistance
through April 17

For general information
about High Mach, call (931)
454-5655 or visit www.
arnold.af.mil.

• Ethics. We are uncompromising in our
integrity, honesty, and fairness.
• Safety & Health. We are relentless in
keeping people safe from harm, and
we provide a safe and healthy work
environment.
• Security. We are disciplined and vigilant
in protecting sensitive AEDC information
and ensuring system integrity to support
national security and our customers.
• Excellence. We thrive on challenge,
accomplishment, and mission success.
• Quality. We are passionate about doing
our work right the first time.
• People. We have a mission-focused,
inclusive workforce who have a diverse
skill set, are committed to success,
demonstrate innovation and have a can
do attitude.
• Culture. Our team is proud of our diversity, inclusiveness, and collaborative work
environment. We are proud of what we do
and how we do it.
• Relationships. We build positive, longterm business relationships through trust,
respect, and collaboration.
• Innovation. We overcome challenges
through creativity, perseverance, technology, and flexibility. We actively seek to
continually improve.
• Sustainability. We plan and act for the
long term benefit of our communities and
our environment.

twice a month. To make these activities work,
we need spaces like what the Clubs provide.
Services could change their revenue model
from monthly membership to a fee-for-service
method where you would pay on a per event
basis, much like commercial banquet halls and
convention centers downtown. But I’ll ask, is
that really how we want our clubs to operate,
where commanders have to pay on a per-use
basis for access to the Club? The fee-for-use
model would make our Clubs operate in opposition with other businesses downtown and
put them in direct competition, which is not
allowed by Services.
The other thing a fee-for-service business
model might do is make our Clubs look like
other businesses. Our Clubs hold a lot of heritage and help maintain continuity of Air Force
culture. From their locations, architecture and
interior design, everything about the Club is
culturally based. Most Clubs are repositories
of the most significant pictures and events
from the base’s history. More Air Force members learn about their base’s history at the Club
than from the historians. This aspect of the
club is far more important than 10 percent discounts and Member’s Nights that are offered
by Services.

Smoking Policy
1. The following revised Arnold AFB smoking policy is effective immediately and applies to all individuals on
Arnold AFB.
2. Traditional Tobacco products (e.g. cigars and cigarettes):
a. Smoking is permitted solely in Designated Tobacco Areas (DTAs) identified by designated signage. If no
signage exists, smoking is not permitted in that area. It is the responsibility of all smokers to keep DTAs
clean of cigarette butts.
b. Tobacco use on the Arnold AFB Golf Course is permitted, but discouraged based on the health hazards
of tobacco use and secondhand smoke. No smoking is permitted within 50 feet of golf course buildings
except in the approved DTA.
c. Smoking in government-owned/leased vehicles is strictly prohibited. Personnel are allowed to smoke in their
personal vehicles at any time; however, at no time will personnel discard cigarette butts outside their vehicle.
d. For government employees, the fact that a person smokes has no bearing on the number of breaks they
may take. Breaks should be taken in accordance with the current supervisory and personnel policies that
afford all employees the same break opportunities consistent with good work practices and accomplishment of the mission.
3. Smokeless Tobacco products (e.g. snuff and dip):
Smokeless tobacco products are not to be restricted to DTAs. Smokeless tobacco use will be permitted in all
workplace areas (inside and out) subject to reasonable safety and sanitary conditions. Specifically, containers
of tobacco waste product, including sealed containers, must not be left unattended or disposed of in trash
receptacles. Users of smokeless tobacco must flush tobacco waste down the toilet.
4. Electronic Cigarettes (also known as “e-cigs”):
Pursuant to Air Force Instruction (AFI) 40-102, Tobacco Free Living, e-cigs are considered to be equivalent to
tobacco products; however, e-cigs are not restricted to DTAs and are allowed to be used outdoors at a minimum
distance of 25 feet from building entry/egress points. (This policy is dated July 27, 2016)

day-out through teamwork, proactive
project management and communication,” said Mickle.
This project was executed for AEDC
Propulsion Flight Systems Combined
Test Force with assistance from Mickle; Jon Paul Wallace, portfolio manager; Barry Banks, construction manager;
and Erin Robinson, systems engineer.
Scott Key, PWT maintenance planner,
led the overall coordination on the crane
installation, and Barry McWhorter, rigging crew lead, facilitated the testing
of the crane. David Wilhite, SABER
program manager, Robert Greene, PZI
Contracting C.O.; Patricia Henderson,
contract specialist; and members of
SDVE, LLC were also instrumental in
acceleration of the contract schedule to
meet the window of opportunity during
the busy testing schedule.

Action Line
Team AEDC
I believe in free and open communications
with our Team AEDC employees, and that’s
why we have the Action Line available.
People can use the Action Line to clear
up rumors, ask questions, suggest ideas
on improvements, enter complaints or
get other issues off their chests. They
can access the Action Line via the AEDC
intranet home page and by calling 454-6000.
Although the Action Line is always
available, the best and fastest way to get
things resolved is by using your chain of
command or by contacting the organization
directly involved. I encourage everyone to
go that route first, then if the situation isn’t
made right, give us a chance.
Col. Scott Cain
AEDC Commander
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Arnold/JA commemorates National
Crime Victims’ Rights Week, April 8-14
By Leslie McGowan
Arnold AFB Legal Office

The Arnold Legal Office, in commemoration of National Crime Victims’
Rights Week April 8-14, is recognizing
organizations that have been fighting for
victims’ rights for decades, forging new
partnerships to address current problems,
bs.
and strengthening existing partnerships.
es that
NCVRW is an annual observance to
ommand bring communities together and educate
orce
the public about victims’ rights, protecng a
tions and services.
Air
The Office for Victims of Crime (OVC)
r asks of the U.S. Department of Justice leads
sider
communities throughout the country in
not
their annual observances of NCVRW by
promoting victims’ rights and honoring
e sure tocrime victims and those who advocate on
g they dotheir behalf. This year’s theme – Expand
the Circle, Reach All Victims – emphasizes the importance of multidisciplinary
responses and building the capacity of individuals, service providers and communities to respond to crime and support the
ongoing healing of victims and survivors.

nce

Collaboration between victim service
providers, criminal justice professionals,
and other allied professionals has been
integral to this movement and the push
for practice-based, trauma-informed services for all victims of crime. In addition,
strong partnerships create opportunities to
organize events, such as awareness days,
educational presentations, and other activities, to honor victims, survivors, their
families and our community.
The power of these partnerships
launched the crime victims’ rights movement, and the achievements are celebrated
every year. Families of murdered children
and victims of sexual assault, drunk driving, domestic violence and other crimes
mobilized at the grassroots level, joining
forces to demand justice for victims of
crime. The National Campaign for Victims’ Rights, founded by these partners,
led to President Ronald Reagan’s reforms
on behalf of crime victims, his declaration
of the first NCVRW, and the creation of
the Victims of Crime Act and Crime Victims Fund, whose anniversary we celebrate this week. Through our partnerships

and community building, we have
made history.
T h e
OVC
and
the Arnold
Legal Office
encourage
widespread
participation in this
Leslie McGowan
w e e k ’ s
events and in other victim-related observances throughout the year. The U.S.
Department of Justice will host an OVC
annual National Crime Victims’ Service
Awards Ceremony April 13 in Washington, D.C., to honor outstanding individuals and programs that serve victims of
crime.
The Arnold Legal Office will commemorate the advancement of victims’
rights and highlight issues surrounding
victimization on April 13 at 1 p.m. in the
Administration & Engineering building,

room B120. Anyone interested is invited
to honor champions in advocating for expanded support and services to communities affected by crime and to become
familiar with our local agencies and resources available.
For additional information about this
year’s NCVRW and how to assist victims
in your community, contact the Victim
Witness Assistance Program coordinator
at (931) 454-4657. For additional ideas
on how to support victims of crime, visit
the OVC website, www.ovc.gov.

Arnold AFB hosts annual meeting of AFRL chief engineers

ere indi-By Bradley Hicks
kes
AEDC Public Affairs
n also
more in
Arnold Air Force Base
he
marked a first in its nearly 704-4657. year history last month.
gible for For the first time ever, Arssistancenold AFB hosted the Systems
ate
Engineering Program Manby call agement (SEPM) meeting, an
annual gathering of chief en800-829-gineers across the Air Force
, it is Research Laboratory. During
gram
their time at Arnold, these ene Cof gineers not only shared with
Memo one another aspects of their
jobs, but they also acted on the
opportunity to tour Arnold and
get a closer look at its facilities.
heir
The two-day SEPM session
onal
was March 6-7. According to
ax prep Dan Ogg, a research mechanigain
cal engineer within the AFRL
High Speed Systems Divirested insion, High Speed Experimeners withtation Branch at Arnold who
t the Ar-helped coordinate the visit, the
l Office,SEPM meeting focuses on the
57.
“programmatics and logistics
behind a chief engineer’s dayto-day duties.” The engineers

discuss tools and resources
that support their programs,
including workflows, tracking,
databases, cyber vigilance and
streamlining processes.
“Chief engineers from each
Technical Directorate within
AFRL participate in these
SEPM meetings, briefing the
group on aspects of their jobs
that work well versus functions
or processes that could use improvements,” Ogg said. “It’s
an opportunity for the group to
come together and brainstorm
high-level solutions for each
Directorate under AFRL.”
According to its website,
the AFRL, which is headquartered at Wright-Patterson
Air Force Base in Ohio, is a
“global technical enterprise,
boasting some of the best and
brightest leaders in the world.”
Its mission is to lead the discovery, development, and integration of affordable warfighting technologies for air, space
and cyberspace forces.
See AFRL, page 5

Chief engineers with the Air Force Research Laboratory tour von Kármán Gas Dynamics Facility
Tunnel D during their annual Systems Engineering Program Management (SEPM) meeting. The
SEPM was held at Arnold AFB for the first time ever in early March. (Courtesy photo)

Hands-On Science Center Board selects Oakley to lead
Arnold AFB STEM program
By Bradley Hicks
AEDC Public Affairs

Olga Oakley decided to take
her young son Oliver to the
Hands-On Science Center one
Friday after first hearing about
the interactive museum during
an event at the Coffee CountyManchester Public Library.
From the moment she
stepped inside the facility that
aims to spur children’s interest in science, technology, engineering and math, Oakley
knew she wanted to be a part
of it.
“They just had so many exhibits of different concepts that
I learned in school,” she said.
“I learned from labs, from demonstrations, and I just thought,
‘Wow, this is like I’m in school
again.’”
Oakley’s new role will provide her with even greater involvement at the facility that
left such a strong first impression upon her. The HOSC
Board of Directors recently
selected Oakley to serve as the
new full-time Arnold Air Force
Base STEM Director.
Through
a
partnership
with the Air Force, the Arnold
STEM Center was recently
closed, and learning tools and
program support was trans-

ferred to the HOSC. Because of
this, Oakley will perform her
new job duties primarily from
the HOSC rather than Arnold
AFB.
Oakley will be responsible for executing the existing
Arnold AFB STEM program
while working to further grow
the program.
Jim Jolliffe, president of the
HOSC Board of Directors, said
Oakley is more than up to the
task.
“She’s smart, professional,
energetic and eager to execute
and grow the program,” he
said.
Oakley’s hire as the Arnold
AFB STEM director became
effective on March 17, but she
was already quite familiar with
what the job would entail and
the Center from which she will
carry out those duties. Since
January, Oakley had worked as
a part-time staff assistant at the
HOSC, a position she landed
after contacting the facility
to offer praise and request involvement following her initial
visit.
“It was evident from the first
day that she had the energy, the
excitement and the desire to
become a full-time employee
if we ever got to that point,”
Jolliffe said, adding the new

Olga Oakley is the new director of the Arnold Air Force Base STEM program. (U.S. Air Force
photo/Bradley Hicks)

position was created after the
HOSC took over management
of the Arnold AFB STEM program.
During her time as a HOSC
staff assistant, Oakley worked
closely with Arnold Air Force
Base STEM Coordinator Jere
Matty, who retired on March 8.
Oakley said the more she spoke

with Matty and the more activities put on by Arnold AFB
STEM she observed, the more
enthusiastic she became about
the program.
“I asked so many questions,”
she said. “I just wanted to know
how everything worked, and
Jere was more than happy to
explain and go through all the

Air Force STEM equipment.
He showed me the planetarium,
the wind tunnels, [and] the 3-D
printer. It was all so interesting
to me, and I couldn’t wait to
learn it all.”
Oakley, an Illinois native, earned her bachelor’s in
See OAKLEY, page 5
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Eddie Mickle plays integral role in strategic
scheduling for facility outages and maintenance
By Deidre Ortiz
AEDC Public Affairs

Eddie Mickle, AEDC
work planner at Arnold
Air Force Base, proactively fills a critical need
for the Aeropropulsion
Combined Test Force by
supporting the scheduling for outages and maintenance.
For example, Mickle
created a detailed, integrated schedule encompassing every project
being worked during the
2017 summer outage.
“Eddie [Mickle] continuously works with
project managers to status, revise and deconflict
the schedule,” said Maj.
Eric Trad, AEDC Test Division operational officer.
“His integrated schedule
serves as a valuable tool
to assess progress and issues as well as brief Air
Force Branch and Division senior leadership.
This effort is in addition
to his full-time duties as a
mechanical work planner
for Aeropropulsion.”
Trad stated that Mickle has a strong work ethic
and is dedicated to his
team.
“Mickle is consistent-

ly looking for opportunities to add value to the
mission,” he said. “He
is eager to help his peers
with his knowledge of
Microsoft Project as well
as the AEDC Enterprise
systems. He is a pleasure
to know. His magnetic
personality leaves most
people wishing they had
met him sooner in life.”
Whether at his job
or outside of the base,
Mickle is also known as
someone who is always
willing to help people.
“In his personal time,
Eddie is a Sunday school
teacher at Kings Cross
where he devotes time
enriching lives of local
teenagers,” Trad said.
“He goes well beyond the
confines of church in this
role. Eddie supports these
teens by attending their
extracurricular activities,
such as football, basketball, baseball games, and
showing them he’s genuinely interested in their
success.”
Mickle accepted the
position of work coordinator last year after
serving as a planner for
Aeropropulsion CTF for
several years.
“As a planner, my role

Eddie Mickle, left, work planner for the Aeropropulsion Combined Test Force at Arnold Air Force Base,
prepares to give a briefing during a scheduling meeting March 26. Maj. Michael Knauf, AEDC Test Division
operational officer, looks on at right. Mickle has been recognized by his supervisors for his efforts supporting the integrated schedule, which serves as a valuable tool to assess progress and issues. (U.S. Air
Force photo/Deidre Ortiz)

was to assess the ongoing
and future maintenance
requirements within ETF
Plant and produce executable plans and schedules based on system en-

gineering and operations
requirements,”
Mickle
said. “Now as a work
coordinator, my role is
to maintain an ongoing
strategy for integrating
maintenance, operations
and project requirements
across all Aeropropulsion facilities based on
the priorities established
by NAS (Test Operations
and Sustainment contractor) management and our
Air Force customer.”
Mickle mentioned that
he has had a “rewarding
and educational” career
with AEDC thus far.
“Starting at Arnold

in early 2005, I worked
closely with System Engineers and the Air Force
to convert and develop
the System Safety Hazard Analysis for better
communication and accountability of system
operational and maintenance risks across the
Propulsion Wind Tunnel
Facility, von Karman Facility, and Engine Test
Facility,” he said. “I enjoyed learning a great
deal about numerous
systems across AEDC.
From there it was a very
natural progression for
me to move into the work

control process and use
the system knowledge I
had gained in a meaningful way to improve both
the health of our facilities and the safety of the
skilled personnel working to maintain and improve them.
“My favorite part of
my work is the opportunity to interact with possibly the best collection
of extremely skilled and
intelligent
professionals you could find in the
world, and know that our
efforts indirectly help
bring warfighters home
to their families.”
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April Safety Focus: Reviewing the engineering
design process and safety systems
By AEDC Safety

During the month of April, Arnold Air Force Base team
members are asked to recognize the Safety Campaign focus on Engineering Design Processes and Safety Systems.
The AEDC Standard T-3 on Engineering Design and
Drafting Practices provides the criteria for achieving continuity and uniformity in engineering drawing and drafting
practices at AEDC.
Engineering design and drafting performed by the
AEDC resident operating contractor(s) and the government at AEDC shall be in accordance with the provisions
of this standard. This standard is not intended for use by
non-resident contracts, neither in-whole or in-part. Engineering design practices levied on non-resident contractors
shall be specifically identified within the individual contracting documents.
Contractors shall maintain drafting practices consistent

with one of the following national consensus standards: 1)
U.S. National CAD Standard for Architecture, Engineering and Construction; or 2) ASME Y14.100, Engineering
Drawing Packages.
Materials required for construction or fabrication shall
be specified on drawings used to direct these activities. The
cut size, quantity, and other such data is optional, depending on the requirements of the construction organization.
Typically, a Bills of Materials (BOM) is provided as the
first sheet of the drawing set. It is permissible to have the
information in a separate material specification document
that is clearly referenced on the drawing. This document
must be archived with the drawing in the AEDC Drawing
Management System.
This standard also states that sketches may be used for
in-house fabrication and installation of temporary hardware or systems where a drawing does not exist and where
existing drawings are not affected. Sketches shall not be

used to permanently alter facility baselines. Sketches document the temporary hardware or system to be constructed
and are a record of the installation.
The goal of the 2018 Safety Focus Campaign is to address processes, as opposed to conditions. However, in
some of the months, we will address conditions, such as
walking surfaces and confined spaces.
The purpose of the 2018 Safety Focus Campaign is to
review processes and their implementation, identify opportunities for improvement, confirm employee training is
current, ensure we are in compliance with the Air Force
safety standards, and to establish consistency across work
locations.
For more information regarding Standard T-3 Engineering Design and Drafting Practices, view the AEDC
Safety, Health and Environmental Standards. This and the
other SHE Standards can be found on the AEDC Team site
via the AEDC Safety Site link.

AFRL from page 3
The approximately two dozen chief
engineers who attended the Arnoldhosted SEPM came from multiple
AFRL sites including Wright-Patterson
AFB; Edwards Air Force Base, California; Eglin Air Force Base, Florida; and
Kirtland Air Force Base, New Mexico.
Different Air Force sites host the
SEPM each year, and the AFRL chief
engineers cycle through various locations for their annual meetings. Ogg said
it was the turn of the Aerospace System
Directorate (RQ) to host the meeting.
Mike Huggins, chief engineer for this
Directorate, wanted to showcase the
AFRL’s collaboration with the Air Force
Test Center/AEDC. This led Huggins to
recommend that the SEPM be held at
Arnold rather than Wright-Patterson or
Edwards, the other two RQ sites.

Most of the group’s time throughout the SEPM meeting was spent at
the Gossick Leadership Center going
through the more than 20 briefings the
participants put together to inform others about their respective Directorate
and high-level job aspects such as strategic decision making, developmental
planning, acquisition planning, integration and prioritization, and industry engagement.
Although there are no chief engineers in the AFRL High Speed Experimentation Branch at Arnold, Ogg,
along with helping coordinate the
event, participated in the meetings. Dr.
Kristin Rice and Todd Barhorst, also
from AFRL’s High Speed Systems Division, helped lead a tour of the Aerodynamic and Propulsion Test Unit fa-

cility on base.
The SEPM meeting marked the first
time some of the chief engineers had
visited Arnold.
“It was a great opportunity to introduce Arnold to those that haven’t spent
time on base before,” Ogg said.
The chief engineers were welcomed
on March 7 by AEDC Deputy Director Dr. Mark Mehalic, who recently
reported to a new position at WrightPatterson. After the group enjoyed a
BBQ lunch catered by Arnold Services,
Mehalic provided an AEDC overview
in which he discussed the establishment of Arnold AFB, the evolution of
its workforce, its different test facilities, and the infrastructure that supports
AEDC research and testing.
Following Mehalic’s introduction,

the chief engineers spent the afternoon
visiting various test facilities across
Arnold AFB including the J-6 Facility, Test Cells C-1 and C-2, the Aerodynamic and Propulsion Test Unit and
von Kármán Gas Dynamics Facility
Tunnels A, B, C and the newly-reactivated Tunnel D.
“The visiting chief engineers were
thoroughly impressed with the facilities
that we walked through and everything
‘behind the scenes’ that is required
to enable research and testing at this
scale,” Ogg said. “I want to thank Paul
Ritter at J-6, Yancee Burchett and Gene
Klingensmith at C-1 and C-2, Sean
Smith at APTU, and Nissa Schuman
and Dan Crowley at the VKF Tunnels
for their time and support in showcasing their respective facilities.”

OAKLEY from page 3

biological science from
the University of Illinois at Chicago. As she
was finishing her degree,
Oakley worked as a pediatric research assistant
in the Pediatric Lab at
the university. She also
part
opportu worked in the lab followwith pos ing her graduation. She
has a published research
paper from Argonne Nalled
ofession tional Laboratory on the
Ecological study of evand in
sive species and its envithat
ronmental impact.
ly
She has also worked
rs
for
CVS Health and
”
earned the Girl Scout
Gold Award while in high
school.
Oakley moved to the
region several years ago
with her husband. Last
year, Oakley worked as
a substitute preschool
teacher in the area.
Oakley said she is
looking forward to continuing her work with the
multitude of volunteers
who have helped make
the Arnold AFB STEM
program possible. She
said she is especially
looking forward to working with children from
throughout the region
and getting them excited
about STEM.
“STEM is just integrating more and more
into one subject,” Oakley
said. “With technology
always improving and
developing day by day,
children from a young
age should learn the importance of STEM. Children after all are the future, and with the STEM
program we want to help
children stimulate their
minds and see the possibilities by creating, problem-solving, innovating
and critical thinking.”
And Jolliffe said the
transfer of the Arnold
AFB STEM program to
HOSC will not only allow for the continuance
of a longstanding partnership between the Base
and the Center, it will
provide many more children with access to the

STEM program.
“I think it was a great
decision on the part of the
Air Force to recognize
that the Hands-On Science Center is the right
organization to take on
the stewardship,” Jolliffe
said. “Immediately upon

moving the program from
Arnold Air Force Base
to the Hands-On Science
Center, it increased access from 7,000 children
to nearly 20,000 children
just based on the throughput we have today.
“We believe that be-

Olga Oakley, the new director of the Arnold AFB
STEM program, shows children how to use Colby,
the robotic coding mouse, during a program at the
Coffee County Library. (Courtesy photo)

cause of the program
and the additional exhibits and workshops it
provides that we’ll grow
the Hands-On Science
Center traffic to more
kids than just the 20,000,
and I think it’s exciting
for the Air Force and the
Hands-On Science Center to continue our partnership.”
Oakley has thus far
been busy in her new
post, leading activities
and demonstrations both
at the HOSC and off-

site, being on hand for
field trips from visiting
elementary schools, and
teaching
homeschool
classes at the HOSC. She
has also been in contact
with teachers and organizations to seek their
involvement in upcoming
programs and possible involvement in future programs.
“I’m just really excited
to not only grow with the
Hands-On Science Center
but to work with Arnold
Air Force Base,” Oak-

ley said. “They’re such a
great organization in our
community that impacts
it so much. Tullahoma is
an aerospace town and
the Southern Middle Tennessee region the HandsOn Science Center serves
is an aerospace center
of excellence. I am excited to collaborate with
many organizations and
schools and to learn all
about STEM while teaching and making a difference to children here in
Middle Tennessee.”
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Guidance for backing safely
By AEDC Safety

Backing may be the most difficult
aspect of all driving techniques. While
the percentage of time a driver spends
in a car in reverse may be relatively
small, this maneuver can result in a
mishap involving a fixed object, another vehicle, a pedestrian, an animal
or another obstacle.
A significant percentage of backing
accidents occur while attempting to
maneuver in tight spaces or congested
areas.
According to the National Safety
Council, one out of four vehicle collisions can be blamed on poor back-

ing techniques, and backing collisions
approach.
cause over 500 deaths and 15,000 inju- • Eliminate all distractions before you
ries per year.
operate a vehicle.
There are several basic backing
techniques to follow to avoid backing • Avoid blind-side backing whenever
possible. Use a spotter whenever
incidents.
possible.
• Before backing up, get out and
look. Walk around the vehicle; note • Start backing up slowly at first to
allow other vehicles, pedestrians or
obstacles to the front, rear and sides,
animals that may have unexpectedly
and ensure safe clearance. Be sure
approached to safely move away.
to look underneath and in the blind
spot on the right and in front of the • Watch your mirrors and constantly
vehicle as well.
check for clearance on all sides.
When backing a vehicle to deliver a
• After your walk-around, do not
load,
there are additional safety steps to
delay moving the vehicle, so as not
to allow time for another obstacle to follow.

• Plan your approach; use a spotter
whenever possible.
• Agree on hand signals with the spotter
before beginning the maneuver.
• Use safety cones at the rear of the
vehicle when parking, to ensure the
rear area is clear of obstacles before
the vehicle is put in reverse.
• Open and secure cargo doors before
backing to a dock or delivery area.
• Turn on four-way flashers and use the
backing alarm or horn to indicate the
intention to reverse the vehicle.
• Once the backing is completed, chock
the vehicle’s wheels.

2nd
Audiovisual
Squadron
creates Air
Force Space
Command
production
Airman 1st Class Andre Brown,
2nd Audiovisual Squadron, operates a camera rig during a video shoot for an Air Force Space
Command production called
“Space Superiority”, March 20
at Hill Air Force Base, Utah. (U.S.
Air Force photo/R. Nial Bradshaw)
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AFCYBER hosts new Cybersecurity Foundry Course
By Tech. Sgt. R.J. Biermann
Air Forces Cyber Public Affairs

JOINT BASE SAN ANTONIOLACKLAND, Texas (AFNS) – Air
Forces Cyber hosted its first-ever Cybersecurity Foundry Course March 5-14,
2018, at MacDill Air Force Base, Florida.
Eighteen cyberspace professionals
shared their knowledge and expertise of
cybersecurity functions, processes, procedures and data analysis skills with 100
cyberspace students from across the Air
Force, all with one goal in mind.
“We’re making this investment in our
Airmen to improve the mission readiness
and health of our Air Force network,”
said Maj. Gen. Chris Weggeman, AFCYBER commander. “We are building

and executing these training (courses)
to teach and empower our Airmen to effectively employ these cybersecurity and
defense tools, and deliver mission readiness and mission assurance for our service.”
During the two-week course, students received interactive instruction and
hands-on keyboard training. They also
completed practical exams to demonstrate their concept understanding.
“We’re showing the students the full
capability of the cybersecurity tools
available to them,” said Airman 1st Class
Shelby Mckinlay, a course instructor
who is also a patch management technician with the 83rd Network Operations
Squadron. “They can take what they’ve
learned back to their base to provide

them a better understanding of these
tools as well.”
One student plans to do just that.
“Each tool does something different
throughout the AFNet to give us a complete picture of network security and to
mitigate vulnerabilities,” said Marcus
Taite, Air Force District of Washington
cybersecurity branch chief and course
student. “I’m eager to get back to work
to use these tools more.”
Mckinlay stressed the course’s importance and its support of cybersecurity.
“Cybersecurity is integral to all Air
Force missions,” she said. “We can’t get
by without technology, and if we aren’t
vigilant, we can’t protect it. These tools
help us do that.”
At Weggeman’s direction, Capt. Leo

Schoonover and Master Sgt. Michael
Greene, 690th Cyberspace Operations
Group and course creators, gathered
various cybersecurity professionals last
fall to brainstorm course content and
goals. In January 2018, a pilot workshop
was held to finalize lesson plans, student
handouts, slides, tests and other course
materials.
“This is an opportunity to pull
together as a community, and provide tangible training solutions,” said
Schoonover. “This is a great first step.”
The course is scheduled for three
more iterations throughout 2018. In
2019, the course is scheduled to be included in client systems technician initial
skills training, so every new technician
will receive the training.

Travis AFB delivers NASA InSight Spacecraft
By Senior Airman
Amber Carter
60th Air Mobility Wing
Public Affairs

TRAVIS AIR FORCE
BASE, Calif. (AFNS)
– Airmen from the 21st
Airlift Squadron and the
860th Aircraft Maintenance Squadron at Travis
Air Force Base, California, loaded and transported the NASA InSight
Spacecraft Feb. 28 from
Lockheed Martin Space,
Buckley AFB, Colorado, to Vandenberg AFB,
California, aboard a C-17
Globemaster III.
“We can get into really small and diverse
airfields, especially out
of places like Florida and
the West Coast, and the
C-17 can get in there a
lot easier than other jets,”
said Capt. Todd O’Brien,
21st AS C-17 pilot. “The
cargo compartment and
the loadmasters we have
are extremely well trained

to load really odd types of
cargo, so that also makes
it useful.”
The team loaded a
large, white crate carrying a spacecraft weighing
1,380 pounds, according
to a Lockheed Martin report.
“We have the whole
spacecraft that is going to
Mars, which is the lander
in its cruise stage and
the heat shield that goes
around the whole thing,
inside the box,” said
Bruce Banerdt, Insight
mission principal investigator. “When we get to
Vandenberg (AFB), we
will do some tests on it.
Then, pretty much, all we
do is put some fuel in it,
bolt it to the rocket and off
(it goes) to Mars.”
The upload took approximately three hours
to complete and the loadmasters knew there was
no room for errors.
“The real challenge of
loading the lander was be-

Airmen from the 21st Airlift Squadron and the 860th Aircraft Maintenance Squadron at Travis Air Force
Base, Calif., load a NASA InSight Spacecraft onto a C-17 Globemaster III Feb. 28 at Lockheed Martin
Space, Buckley AFB, Colorado. The equipment was delivered to Vandenberg AFB, Calif., where it will
be the first planetary spacecraft to launch from the West Coast launch facility. The launch is scheduled to take place in May as part of the NASA Insight Mission to look beneath the Martian surface and
study the planet’s interior. (U.S. Air Force photo by Senior Airman Amber Carter)

ing patient,” said Staff Sgt.
Kagan Weatherly, 21st AS
loadmaster. “Overall, it
wasn’t difficult in terms
of size or weight, but be-

cause of how valuable the
asset was we made sure
to take things carefully. It
would have been easy to
winch it in a bit faster, but
my mother raised me with
‘you break it, you bought
it’ and it’s a bit out of my
price range.”
The
spacecraft
is
scheduled to launch from
Vandenberg AFB in May,
as part of the NASA InSight mission to look beneath the surface of Mars
and study the planet’s
interior. It will be the
first planetary spacecraft
to launch from the West
Coast launch facility as
well as the first to study
more than the planet’s exterior.
“This is the first mission that is actually going
to look beneath the surface
of Mars,” said Banerdt.
“We are sending some
instruments with this mission that will actually
probe down thousands of
miles beneath the surface
to understand the structure
of the planet, the size of
the core, what the core is
made out of, the rocks that
make up the mantle, what
their temperature is, (and)

the thickness of the crust
that surrounds the planet.”
Launching from the
West Coast aboard the
United Launch Alliance
Atlas V-401 rocket provides a new launching pattern for the spacecraft.
“Most of the time
if you are launching to
Mars, you want all of the
energy that you can get, so
you launch from Florida
and you use the rotation
of the Earth to help slingshot you into orbit,” said
Banerdt. “This spacecraft
was designed for a Delta
II rocket, which is a fairly
small rocket, that’s not
available anymore. The
only rocket that (NASA)
had in their arsenal to send
to Mars is an Atlas, which
has about twice as much
capability as we need. So,
we can go to Vandenberg
(AFB) and we can launch
into a polar orbit, which
means we launch south,
and we do not need the rotation of the Earth to help
us out.”
With such an important mission, the C-17
Globemaster III’s size, reliability and performance
make it the right choice to

deliver the celestial cargo
for NASA and Lockheed
Martin.
“The C-17 allows us
to get the spacecraft from
here in Denver to Vandenberg (AFB) in two hours
instead of having a need
to put it on a truck for a
week,” said Banerdt. “It’s
safe, fast and we don’t
have to worry about (car
accidents).”
With a maximum payload capacity of 170,900
pounds and an interior
cargo space that is 88 feet
in length, 18 feet wide,
and 12 feet high, the C-17
is more than capable of
transporting many different types of cargo, even
space equipment.
“I joined this airplane
personally because of the
unique missions and options we have to do things
like this,” said O’Brien. “I
was like a kid talking to
the scientists about what
the mission was going to
do, how it was going to
get there and how long
they’ve been working on
it. Just to be an integral
part of the entire mission,
even if only for a day, was
a really cool experience.”

Airmen from the 21st
Airlift Squadron and the
860th Aircraft
Maintenance Squadron at Travis
Air Force Base, Calif., load
a NASA InSight Spacecraft
onto a C-17 Globemaster III
Feb. 28 at Lockheed Martin
Space, Buckley AFB, Colorado. The equipment was
delivered to Vandenberg
AFB, Calif., where it will be
the first planetary spacecraft to launch from the
West Coast launch facility.
The launch is scheduled to
take place in May as part
of the NASA Insight Mission to look beneath the
Martian surface and study
the planet’s interior. (U.S.
Air Force photo by Senior
Airman Amber Carter)
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U.S. Air Force Col. Scott A. Cain, AEDC commander, gives the opening speech at the 2018 FIRST® Robotics Competition Rocket City Regional at the Von Braun Center in Huntsville, Alabama, March 17, 2018.
Cain motivates the competitors with an inspirational account of how his
love of Science, Technology, Engineering and Mathematics drew him
to the U.S. Air Force and how those fundamentals allowed him to succeed in the U.S. Air Force Academy, U.S. Air Force Flight and Test Pilot
Schools, and his current assignment as the AEDC commander. (U.S. Air
Force photo/Christopher Warner)

Cain, seated third from left on the front row, watches the Alliance round
of the 2018 FIRST® Robotics Competition Rocket City Regional at the
Von Braun Center March 17. During the Alliance round the top eight
teams who placed as Alliance Team Captains during the morning’s
qualifying rounds get to choose two other teams to compete with them
during the final rounds for a chance at going to the FIRST® Robotics
Competition World Championship in Houston, Texas, in April 2018.
(U.S. Air Force photo/Christopher Warner)
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Cain speaks with members of Team Appreciate from Austin, Texas,
at the 2018 FIRST® Robotics Competition Rocket City Regional at the
Von Braun Center March 17. This year’s FIRST® Robotics Competition
Rocket City Regional had 45 teams competing from all across the U.S.
and Brazil. Each team had to design and build a competition ready
robot in under six weeks. (U.S. Air Force photo/Christopher Warner)

day,
rience.”

Technical Sgt. Eric W. Williams, U.S. Air Force recruiter, explains the
recruiting mission to Cain while attending the 2018 FIRST® Robotics
Competition Rocket City Regional at the Von Braun Center March 17.
Mobile assets like the Special Operations Air Commando Experience
allow recruiters to showcase how the U.S. Air Force uses Science,
Technology, Engineering and Mathematics in a variety of missions and
assignments. (U.S. Air Force photo/Christopher Warner)
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Arnold AFB Milestones
30 YEARS
Leonard Cooper, TOS
Tommy Henley, TOS
Deborah Rickner, TOS
Stevie Sullivan, TOS
Mary West, TOS
25 YEARS
Michael Harvey, TOS
Alan Swan, TOS

Keely Beale, TOS
35 Years

35 YEARS
Keely Beale, TOS
Stevey Garner, TOS
Robert Thomas, TOS

William Hill, TOS

Teri Black, TMAS
Dawnsherrae Bryant, TOS
INBOUND MILITARY
Pamela Coric, TOS
Staff Sgt. Richard Griffin
Stacey Dotson, TOS
Master Sgt. Nathaniel Wil- Kathleen Gilmer, TOS
liams
Nathan Grady, TMAS
John Hile, AF
RETIREMENTS
Chakaria Hunter, TOS
Lynn Armer, AF
Charlene Jagodinski, TOS
James Glover, FSS
Rachel Kramer, TOS
Doug Grissom, FSS
Kevin Martin, TOS
George Houston, TOS
Sunee Mayo, NAF
Jere Matty, AF
Tanika Merrett, TOS
Tracy Miller, TOS
Deanna Wright, AF
Patricia Murray, TOS
NEW HIRES
Patricia Naputi, TOS
Megan Ayres, NAF
John Nichols, TOS
David Ball, AF
Molly Oates, NAF

Timothy Brown, TOS
Michael Cowan, TOS
James Crawford Jr., TOS
Nicki Morris, TMAS
Norman Smith, TOS
Samuel Stewart, TOS
Richard Taylor, TOS
Kenneth Taylor, TOS
Timothy Taylor, TOS

20 YEARS
Patrick James, TOS
Ray Uselton, TOS

10 YEARS
Michael Bunch, TOS
Todd Fuller, TOS
Natasha Young, TOS
Jeffrey Youngblood, TOS

15 YEARS
Neil Aukeman, TOS

5 YEARS
David Garrett, TOS

Katie Pierce, TOS
Michael Prince, TOS
Claire Reagan, NAF
Charles Reed, TOS
Harry Schell, NAF
Joe Sheeley, TMAS
Michele VanCleef, TOS
Gus White, TOS
Andrew Williams, TMAS
Seth Williams, TOS
Katherine Wimsatt, NAF
John Wiser, AF
PROMOTIONS
Andrew Fowler, promoted to major

Grissom retires following lengthy career as Arnold firefighter
During his March 1 retirement ceremony, Arnold Fire & Emergency Services firefighter Doug Grissom, left, receives a fire axe shadow
box from Arnold Fire & Emergency Services Assistant Fire Chief Gary Horn Jr., center, and firefighter T.A. King. Grissom recently
retired after a 30-year career with Arnold Fire & Emergency Services, serving as a driver/operator for the fire department. Grissom
also received a certificate commemorating his 30-year career at Arnold, a 1947 replica fire truck to represent the year he was born,
a picture of the base signed by fellow firefighters and emergency personnel, a plaque from two friends who worked with him since
his days with the McMinnville Fire Department who also came to Arnold 30 years ago, and a signed football and picture from former
University of Tennessee head football coach and current athletic director Phillip Fulmer. (Courtesy photo)

Doug Grissom

ALC@GLC
50₵ Wings 5-6pm
Dine in only
Admin – 454-7779
ALC – 454-3350
Barber – 454-6987
Café – 454-5885
FC – 454-6440
GC – 454-GOLF
Mktg – 454-3128
Mulligan’s - 454-FOOD
ODR/ITT – 454-6084
RRRP – 454-6068
Wingo Inn - 454-3051

2 Café 100 3

ALC@GLC Family Movie
showing 6pm

“The
Greatest
Showman”

ODR
Hours

ALC
@GLC

6-10
pm

12

ALC@GLC
6-8pm

2 families/groups of friends (5 per team)
compete head to head to move on
M

Final team wins $25 Services Gift Card AND
return as defending champ next month

17 ALC@GLC Family Movie Players
18meeting
showing 6pm

“Jumanji:
Welcome to
the Jungle”

PG 13
dining 5-7pm

24

(age 18+)

plus green fee/cart

Match Play
4 person teams
16-19 weeks

25

Café 100
Administrative
Professionals Day

BACK@ALC

6-8pm $45
Tony Patterson
www.boilerroomimages.com

Community
spots $20/$30

Recently exhibited at
Nashville Airport and
Tullahoma Arts Center

6-8pm
FREE show
for all ages

19

454-GOLF
or 454-6440

BUY COMBO
GET FREE
DESSERT

26

teens & adults
Min 4/Max 10

@Arnold Golf Course
4:30pm $25

Hems
Seams
Rips
Buttons
Stitches
Fusing

ALC@GLC
6-8pm
$30
age
21+

Sign up by Apr 13
454-3350
Min 4/Max 10

27

Play
individual
Draw for
your
Masters
partner

Arnold
Golf Course

ALL AGES

6-8pm

all ages

as of
Apr 1

7

ALC
@GLC

PG
dining 5-7pm

10

7am-2pm

6

Always
remember
to drink
responsibly

BACK@ALC
6-8pm
age 21+ only

BACK@
ALC
$25 Services Gift Card Prize

9am
$30 plus green fee and cart
Sign up by Apr 6
454-GOLF

14 ODR

1-3pm

Kayaking
Class

$15/$12mbr
includes
5hr use
after lesson
age 12+

Stand Up
Paddleboard
Class
1-3pm

21ODR
age
10+

28

$15/$12mbr
includes
5hr use
after
lesson

Arnold Golf Course

9am
$30 plus green
fee and cart
Sign up by Apr 27
454-GOLF

28

ODR Zip Lining

$35/$30mbr
5:30am-4pm
stopping for
lunch on the
way back
age 10+
Sign up by Apr 14
454-6084

As of 3-13-18. Subject to change. Please call to verify. Services eligibility required except Golf-Open to Public. Contractors follow company policy when necessary. Visit www.arnold.af.mil/Home/Services/ for more details.
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